Visit our Open House and find out how Lomond
can benefit from Buffalo Plains Wind Farm:
The Green Option Program
could contribute up to one million dollars in
payments eligible to stakeholders living within
2 kilometres of a Buffalo Plains turbine over the
life span of the project.
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The Community Vibrancy Fund
will distribute funds of more than 600,000 dollars to community initiatives over the life span of the
project.

Job Creation
of up to 300 construction jobs during
construction and 10 to 15 long-term local jobs.

Tax Income to Municipality

The project is expected to pay around 3 million dollars per year in property taxes, in which 84%
will be allocated to Municipal Operations as follows:
Community Health & FCSS: 5%
Legislative: 2%
Planning & Development: 5%
Agriculture: 5%
Protective Services: 13%
Administration: 12%
Roads & Bridges: 58%
The additional 16% will be allocated to the Marquis Foundation (2%),
Recreational District (4%), Fire District (6%) & Waste commission (4%)
See Property Tax Calculator at www.vulcancounty.ab.ca

Why Wind Energy Works
Wind energy is cheap
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Wind energy is rapidly becoming the cheapest form of
electricity generation: The cost of onshore wind has declined
by 24 per cent since 2010 due to technological improvements.

Wind energy creates jobs
So far, wind energy in Canada has attracted more than 23
billion dollars in investment and has created over 58,000
person-years of employment in construction and operations.

Wind energy is a booming sector
Canada’s clean energy sector is growing in value by 4.8% every
year - a third faster than Canada’s economy as a whole (3.6%).*

Wind technology is developing rapidly
The technology is advancing so rapidly that a turbine in 2020
can power roughly six times what a turbine could power in the
year 2000.

Wind energy is a cheap, reliable and sustainable technology.

